[1] The present study examines the potential of using the near-surface chlorophyll a concentration ([Chla] surf ), as it can be derived from ocean color observation, to infer the column-integrated phytoplankton biomass, its vertical distribution, and ultimately the community composition. Within this context, a large High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) pigment database was analyzed. It includes 2419 vertical pigment profiles, sampled in case 1 waters with various trophic states (0.03-6 mg Chla m À3 ). The relationships between [Chla] surf and the chlorophyll a vertical distribution, as previously derived by Morel and Berthon (1989) , are fully confirmed. This agreement makes it possible to go further and to examine if similar relationships between [Chla] surf and the phytoplankton assemblage composition along the vertical can be derived. Thanks to the detailed pigment composition, and use of specific pigment biomarkers, the contribution to the local chlorophyll a concentration of three phytoplankton groups can be assessed. With some cautions, these groups coincide with three size classes, i.e., microplankton, nanoplankton and picoplankton. Corroborating previous regional findings (e.g., large species dominate in eutrophic environments, whereas tiny phytoplankton prevail in oligotrophic zones), the present results lead to an empirical parameterization applicable to most oceanic waters. The predictive skill of this parameterization is satisfactorily tested on a separate data set. With such a tool, the vertical chlorophyll a profiles of each group can be inferred solely from the knowledge of [Chla] surf . By combining this tool with satellite ocean color data, it becomes possible to quantify on a global scale the phytoplankton biomass associated with each of the three algal assemblages.
Introduction
[2] A quasi-permanent monitoring of the algal content of the sunlit world ocean is only achievable by satellite observation of ''ocean color.'' The sea spectral reflectance, as detected by a remote sensor, can provide an estimate of the chlorophyll a concentration, which is commonly used as an index of the algal biomass. This estimate, however, is restricted to the upper layer of the water column only [Gordon and McCluney, 1975] . Within the context of ecological studies dealing with the vertical distribution of algal species, as well as for biogeochemical applications involving primary production, such satellite information about the near-surface layer is insufficient. Indeed, the assessment of the algal biomass must be extended downward in order to encompass the entire depth range where algae can live and grow. For instance, the transformation of ''chlorophyll maps'' as obtained from spaceborne sensors into ''primary production maps'' [Campbell et al., 2002] , through the use of light-photosynthesis models, requires at least that the column-integrated algal biomass is known, and better, that the biomass vertical distribution within the decreasingly illuminated layers can be in some way described. The terms ''known'' or ''described'' actually mean ''assumed'' or ''predicted'' for each pixel of a satellite image with a sufficient degree of confidence. The creation of such a predictive capability was the main motivation of the first study carried out by Morel and Berthon [1989, hereinafter referred to as MB89] .
[3] The heuristic hypothesis in MB89 was that the nearsurface chlorophyll concentration is in some manner related to the column-integrated chlorophyll content, and even to the shape of the phytoplankton vertical distribution. The validity of this initial working hypothesis was amply demonstrated through the examination, and then the statistical analysis, of about 4000 vertical profiles of chlorophyll a concentration, determined in oceanic case 1 waters only [Gordon and Morel, 1983] , and with near-surface concentrations varying over more than two orders of magnitude. The main conclusions of the MB89 study were as follows:
(1) The integrated chlorophyll a biomass over the euphotic layer (mg m
À2
) and the near-surface chlorophyll a concentration (mg m À3 ) are highly correlated, albeit in a nonlinear fashion. (2) The vertical chlorophyll a profiles in stratified waters can be orderly sorted into several ''trophic categories,'' on the basis of the near-surface chlorophyll a concentration, and (3) each of these categories exhibits, in a statistical sense, a typical chlorophyll a vertical profile, which generally includes a somewhat pronounced, and more or less deep, chlorophyll a maximum; (4) for such vertically stratified waters, a parameterization was proposed which allowed the vertical structure of the chlorophyll a profiles to be predicted in a continuous manner from the near-surface chlorophyll a value alone; and finally, (5) the separate statistical analysis of vertically well mixed waters (essentially in high latitudes and in winter) showed that the vertical chlorophyll a profiles are essentially uniform (as intuitively expected).
[4] The present study is chiefly motivated by the considerable improvement brought by the introduction, and systematic use, of High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) for determining the concentration of marine pigments. Indeed, in the frame of national and international programs such as Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS), HPLC pigment analyzes have been systematically carried out during at least the last decade; once merged, these data constitute an incomparable set for global ocean studies like the present one. Before proceeding further, the logical first goal of the present study is, therefore, to check the validity of the initial working hypothesis of MB89, and to confirm or modify the global description they proposed, by considering another data set, which is based on another analytical method.
[5] Beyond this first objective, it is now possible to delve deeper into the analysis. Indeed, it becomes increasingly obvious that the use of only chlorophyll a as a proxy for the algal biomass remains insufficient, as far as oceanic biogeochemical cycles are to be studied and ultimately modeled. In effect, the ''quality'' of the phytoplankton populations (in particular their taxonomic composition) impacts on, or reciprocally, is a signature of, specific biogeochemical processes. For example, tiny phytoplankton are preferentially associated with the presence of regenerated forms of the nutrients they are able to utilize, whereas large phytoplankters (diatoms), which are more involved in so-called new production, develop preferentially when fresh nutrients become available [Eppley and Peterson, 1979; Malone, 1980; Goldman, 1993] . A relationship between the (instantaneous) trophic status of a water body, as locally depicted by the near-surface chlorophyll a content, and the local taxonomic composition of the algal assemblage can reasonably be expected [Claustre, 1994] , and is worth pursuing.
[6] The HPLC method allows the assessment of the socalled ''total'' chlorophyll a concentration; this quantity will be simply noted [Chla] (see Table 1 for a list of symbols). More importantly, the HPLC method also allows a suite of accessory pigments (carotenoids and chlorophylls) to be determined. Many of these pigments are specific of individual phytoplanktonic taxa or groups [Jeffrey and Vesk, 1997] . They can thus be used as biomarkers of various phytoplankton groupings [e.g., Gieskes et al., 1988; Prézelin et al., 2000] , and with some cautions assigned to different size classes, such as microphytoplankton, nanophytoplankton and picophytoplankton [Vidussi et al., 2001] . Consequently, the column-integrated biomasses of each of the algal classes, as well as their vertical profiles, can be determined from the details of the vertical distribution of the pigment composition. As a result, the respective contribution of each class to the total standing algal stock can be assessed. The second objective of the present study is, therefore, to examine, on the basis of the analysis of HPLC data, whether some generic properties regarding the composition and vertical distribution of the various phytoplankton assemblages may be predicted from the near-surface 
Phytoplankton Pigment Database
[7] To achieve the aforementioned objectives, a large HPLC pigment database, resulting from numerous field campaigns (about 120 cruises which mainly occurred during the last decade; Tables S1 and S2 in auxiliary material 1 ) was analyzed. It encompasses stations sampled in case 1 waters in various hydrological and trophic conditions (ranging from oligotrophic to eutrophic situations). A statistical analysis of this database is carried out to extract, and then parameterize, the relationships between [Chla] surf and (1) the chlorophyll a vertical content and distribution (as previously done in MB89), (2) the phytoplanktonic community composition in the upper layer, and (3) the vertical layering of these communities.
[8] Actually, two (independent) pigment databases are used in the present study. The first one includes about 2950 vertical profiles, whereas the second one includes about 4870 samples restricted to near-surface waters only. The former is used to perform statistical analyses of the shape of, and algal composition within, the vertical profiles. The latter is used exclusively for validating the statistical relationships between [Chla] surf and the phytoplanktonic composition within the surface layer. The analysis methodology of using these databases is schematically presented in Figure 1 .
[9] The geographic distribution of the stations included in database 1 is uneven (Figure 2a ). The Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans are well represented (especially the subtropical gyres of the northern basins), but the South Pacific Subtropical Gyre and the Indian Ocean are less sampled. The stations in the Southern Ocean are mostly located in the Ross Sea, and there are no data from the Arctic Ocean. The statistical distribution of the stations of database 1 with respect to their near-surface chlorophyll concentration is displayed on Figures 2b and 2c (for stratified and mixed waters, respectively (see later on)). The frequency distribution for stratified waters (Figure 2b ) is close to that observed for the SeaBAM data set which deals only with surface chlorophyll [O'Reilly et al., 1998 ]. With a mean (and median) value of 0.184 mg m À3 , the shape of the frequency distribution is similar to that derived for the whole ocean from ocean color imagery (mean value 0.21-0.26 mg m À3 [Antoine et al., 2005] ). Therefore the data set can be considered as representative of the global ocean, even if very low and very high chlorophyll values are not well represented here (by lack of data). For mixed water, the range of chlorophyll values is wider (up to 10 mg m À3 ), with a considerably higher mean value (0.78 mg m
À3
). The database 2 includes primarily data from the Atlantic Ocean; they were collected either during cruises not contributing to the first database, or, if acquired during the same cruises, at locations differing from those where the vertical profiles were collected (e.g., surface samples taken along transects between stations).
Overall Quality Assurance
[10] Because the field samples were collected by several teams, and analyzed in different laboratories using a variety of HPLC instruments and protocols, a quality assurance process is needed to ensure that the data sets can be combined coherently. [11] In a first step, the quality assurance process is applied to all individual samples, those from the surface and those belonging to vertical profiles. Obviously, a rejection is needed when the set of biomarker pigments is incomplete. Then, as the detection limit of the HPLC method depends on the sensitivity of the equipment and on the filtered volumes, samples with chlorophyll a concentration <0.001 mg m À3 were rejected. For accessory pigments, concentrations below 0.001 mg m À3 were reset to zero. This rejection has no significant impact on the amount of useful data, because such very low pigment concentrations were normally encountered at great depths, generally beyond the depths considered in the present investigation.
[12] As shown by Trees et al. [2000] , [Chla] and the sum of the concentrations of the major accessory pigments are tightly correlated, and covary in a quasi-linear manner. The same kind of covariation is thus expected, and actually does exist, in the two databases used here (not shown). It can be used as a tool to identify and eliminate some markedly deviant data. The rejection rate in this second step of the quality assurance procedure was purposefully not severe; it eliminates outlying data when the departure exceeds three Table 3. standard deviations with respect to the mean covariation relationship. Indeed, a balance must be maintained between the need to remove unwanted experimental anomalies, and the need to maintain enough data in order to respect, and account for, the possible natural variability within the observations.
[13] The last quality assurance step deals specifically with the vertical profiles. The criteria adopted here are as follows: (1) Only the profiles where the euphotic depth, Z eu , was reached are kept; (2) the uppermost sample of the profile must have been collected between the surface and 10 m; and (3) each profile must include a minimal number of samples (>4), so that the shape of the vertical profiles is properly resolved. Actually, a one-by-one visual inspection of the profiles is needed to eliminate those profiles insufficiently described because of a misconceived sampling strategy or a failure in the experiment.
[14] After applying the quality assurance procedures, 2419 profiles remain in database 1, and 4238 surface samples in database 2.
Deriving Phytoplankton Community Composition From Diagnostic Pigments
[15] The HPLC pigment analysis allows the determination of a suite of pigments (usually up to 15). A first group of pigments, namely chlorophyll a, divinyl chlorophyll a and chlorophyllide a, is called total chlorophyll a, and the sum of their concentration is noted [Chla] . Let us note that with this technique, chlorophyll a can be unambiguously separated from phaeopigments (generally insignificant in most of the open ocean waters). This was not the case in the MB89 study, where the quantity denoted C was either the chlorophyll a concentration or, when the acid fluorometric method was employed, the sum of chlorophyll a plus phaeopigments concentrations. Actually, it has been acknowledged [Gibbs, 1979; Mantoura et al., 1997] that the fluorometric method leads to an underestimate of chlorophyll a and an overestimate of phaeopigments when chlorophyll b is present. These drawbacks disappear with the HPLC method.
[16] Beside chlorophyll a, other pigments (i.e., accessory pigments) can be determined via HPLC. Some are typical of phytoplanktonic groups and can be used as biomarkers. In order to condense the information contained within the full suite of pigments, and along the lines of previous studies [Gieskes et al., 1988; Claustre, 1994; Vidussi et al., 2001] , so-called ''pigment indices'' are constructed with the objective of quantifying the taxonomic composition by using a minimal set of pigments. Seven major pigments are thus selected as being representative of distinct phytoplankton groups. Their taxonomic significance is summarized in Table 2 [see also Vidussi et al., 2001, [17] Claustre [1994] proposed a method to quantify the relative proportion of diatoms plus dinoflagellates (collectively called ''microplankton'') within an algal stock, on the basis of the presence of fucoxanthin and (or) peridinin. Their proportion is represented by the ratio of concentrations
where DP represents the sum of all ''diagnostic pigments'' concentrations:
[18] Later, Vidussi et al. [2001] extended this concept by proposing three exclusive groupings of specific pigments (among the seven significant ones), with the objective of identifying three size classes and quantifying their relative proportion. These classes are the microplankton (quantified by the ratio already introduced by Claustre [1994] ), the nanoplankton (2 -20 mm), and the picoplankton (<2 mm); these two new classes are specifically assessed by forming the (mutually exclusive) ratios:
respectively. It should be noted (as already acknowledged by Vidussi et al. [2001] ) that the pigment grouping here proposed does not strictly reflect the true size of phytoplankton communities. Indeed, some taxonomic pigments might be shared by various phytoplankton groups (e.g., small amounts of fucoxanthin, the main carotenoid of diatoms, may also be found in some prymnesiophytes and pelagophytes), and also some phytoplankton groups may encompass a wide size range (e.g., diatoms are sometimes observed in the nanosize range, even if generally they belong to microplankton). Notwithstanding this possible The associated mean size class, and the corresponding hChlai Zeu to hPi Zeu ratios ± SD, with their significance level are also given.
C08005 UITZ ET AL.: PIGMENT COMPOSITION FROM SURFACE CHLOROPHYLL ambiguities and the due reservation about the exact meaning of size class, this term (as well as the appellations pico, nano, micro) will be conventionally employed in what follows for the sake of brevity.
[19] These approaches provide relative proportions of classes within the phytoplanktonic assemblage (globally quantified as DP). They cannot be straightforwardly applied if the ultimate goal is a quantification of each class in terms of their concentration in chlorophyll a. Indeed, an equal weight given to each of the accessory pigment markers (as it is the case in the definition of DP) does not account for the natural values of the chlorophyll a to diagnostic pigments ratios, which in general differ from unity.
[20] Gieskes et al. [1988] carried out a multiple regression analysis of [Chla] and the concentration of the most important accessory pigments. The partial slopes of such regressions provide the best estimates of the chlorophyll a to diagnostic pigments ratios (for the data set considered). The present study combines this multiple regression approach and the three specific groupings as proposed by Vidussi et al. [2001] . The entire database 1 (2419 profiles) is, therefore, submitted to such a multiple regression analysis (see flowchart, Figure 1) , not at the level of individual samples, but after a vertical integration has been performed over the euphotic layer; in other words, the chlorophyll a content hChlai Zeu and the seven pigment contents hPi Zeu , are considered for the regression.
[21] This regression is highly significant (r 2 = 0.76; n = 2419; p < 0.001). The coefficients of this regression are given in Table 2 , with their standard deviation and significance level. These coefficients represent the best estimates of the seven ratios hChlai Zeu /hPi Zeu . These slopes are then used to form the weighted sum of all the diagnostic pigments concentrations, SDP w , expressed as:
[22] In contrast to DP, SDP w represents the chlorophyll a concentration, which can be reconstructed from the knowledge of the concentration of the seven other pigments. The fractions of the chlorophyll a concentration associated with each of the three phytoplanktonic classes (f micro , f nano and f pico ) are subsequently derived according to
[23] These three exclusive groupings obviously are not mathematically independent because their sum is equal to 1.
The actual chlorophyll a concentration associated with each of the three classes is derived according to:
[24] A recent HPLC intercomparison exercise of pigment determination on natural samples, involving four laboratories, showed that [Chla] can be determined to within an uncertainty of approximately 8% [Claustre et al., 2004] ; the accuracy for accessory pigments is generally less. It was shown, however, that pigment ratios (as in equations (2)) are determined with a better accuracy than individual accessory pigment concentrations (by the virtue of normalization, which cancels some analytical uncertainties). Consequently, it is believed that the use of equations (2) and (3) is very likely the most accurate approach when combining different data sources.
Using and Sorting the Data
[25] The 2419 vertical profiles (database 1) are first used to study the relationship between [Chla] surf and the vertically integrated chlorophyll a contents hChlai Zeu and hChlai 1.5Zeu , from 0 to Z eu and to 1.5 Z eu , respectively. Thereafter, these profiles are used to develop a parameterization of the shape of the [Chla] profiles according to the trophic status, which is conventionally depicted by [Chla] surf . This phase of the present work aims at testing the MB89 results against an entirely different database.
[26] In a second phase, the same database is split into two subsets by using a random sorting. The first subset comprises 80% of the vertical profiles (1936 stations), which are statistically analyzed in view of deriving the vertical average profiles of fractional [Chla] (namely the micro-[Chla], nano- [Chla] , and pico-[Chla] profiles), and then of proposing a parameterization for these profiles. The remaining profiles (483 stations) are used to validate the proposed parameterization.
Methods

Relating Near-Surface and Vertically Integrated Chlorophyll a Contents
[27] The procedure (as in MB89) first requires that the stations in well-mixed waters and in stratified waters be identified and considered separately. This sorting is made according to the ratio between the depth of the euphotic layer, Z eu , and the mixed layer depth, Z m . The station is assumed to be in well-mixed waters when Z eu /Z m < 1, and in a stratified water column if Z eu /Z m > 1. The euphotic depth (Z eu ), generally not measured, as well as the mixed layer depth (Z m ), were not available. Thus the euphotic depth was inferred from the [Chla] vertical profile, using a bio-optical model for light propagation. In MB89, the model of Morel [1988] was used. This model has been recently revised [Morel and Maritorena, 2001] , yielding minor changes in Z eu (actually slightly increased Z eu values in oligotrophic waters). This revised model is used in the present study. For the mixed layer depths, the values were extracted for the appropriate month and geographic location from the World Ocean Atlas [Monterey and Levitus, 1997] . Another recent mixed layer depth climatology [de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004] was also used with no significant impact on the partitioning between mixed and stratified waters (2% of the total number of stations changed their categorization).
[28] The statistical analysis is performed on the basis of two dimensionless quantities. A dimensionless depth, z, is introduced, which is obtained by dividing the geometrical depth, z, by Z eu :
[29] Even when scaled with respect to z, the various profiles with differing pigment content cannot be straightforwardly compared. Another normalization is needed, which consists of considering dimensionless chlorophyll a concentrations, denoted c(z), defined as:
where Chla Zeu is the average concentration within the euphotic layer, namely,
which, in practice, is computed by a trapezoidal integration, on the basis of the discrete data. After this double normalization has been applied, the dimensionless c(z) profiles can be pooled together and compared, regardless of their absolute magnitudes.
[30] In anticipation of further statistical analyses of the shape of the profiles, it is convenient to describe these profiles with regularly spaced c(z) values. This is obtained by linear interpolation between the actual data, with an increment in z equal to 0.1. This interpolation is extended beyond Z eu (z > 1), whenever possible. The rationale for this extension lies in the frequent occurrence of a deep chlorophyll maximum in the vicinity of, or slightly beyond, Z eu , particularly in oligotrophic waters [Letelier et al., 2004] .
[31] The dimensionless c(z) profiles are then sorted according to their absolute [Chla] surf value into different ''trophic categories,'' which are defined by successive intervals within the [Chla] surf continuum. These intervals and their limits are given in Table 3 . For each category, an average c(z) profile is computed, with its standard deviation (see Figures S1-S8 in auxiliary material).
Parameterization of the Chlorophyll a Vertical Profiles
[32] The regular change in shape of the chlorophyll a profiles as a function of [Chla] surf allows its parameterization. In MB89, the average dimensionless profile of each trophic category was modeled by using a generalized Gaussian profile [Lewis et al., 1983] , superimposed onto a constant background concentration. A slightly modified version of this model is introduced here. Its purpose is to 
where C max represents the maximum concentration, z max the depth at which this maximum occurs, and Dz depicts the width of the peak.
Results
Column-Integrated and Surface Chlorophyll a
[33] In MB89, a distinction was made between the arithmetic mean concentration over the first penetration depth, Z eu /4.6 [Gordon and McCluney, 1975] and the weighted concentration within the same layer (denoted C sat ). This distinction was shown to be useless. Here, a unique quantity, denoted [Chla] surf , is used and represents the arithmetic average over the first penetration depth. The chlorophyll a content integrated over the euphotic zone, hChlai Zeu , is studied as a function of [Chla] surf . The log-log plots of these quantities (Figure 3) suggest that nonlinear relationships of the form
are appropriate, where the exponent B is notably below unity. Stratified and mixed waters are studied separately.
[34] In the plot for stratified regimes (Figure 3a) , a change in the slope (already noted in MB89) distinctly occurs around [Chla] surf % 1 mg m
À3
, so two separate regression analyses on each side of this threshold are carried out (Table 4) . (Table 4 ). In the domain below the threshold, the scatter of the data points is more important than above, and reflects the variability partly due to the existence of a deep chlorophyll maximum typical of oligotrophic conditions. In mixed waters, the log-log plot of hChlai Zeu versus [Chla] surf (Figure 3b) shows a unique linear trend, a steeper slope (Table 4) , and a lower scatter in the data points, as a result of the rather homogenous pigment distribution.
[35] The present results are very consistent with, and independently confirm, those of MB89 (shown as dashed lines in Figure 3) . The factor and exponent values (A and B) arrived at are slightly differing from those in MB89 (see Table 4 ), but the differences are statistically insignificant. The closeness of the exponents for mixed waters and for stratified waters as soon as [Chla] surf > 1 mg m À3 (0.538 versus 0.615, respectively; Table 4) emphasizes that the algal biomass in eutrophic conditions remains rather uniformly distributed within the euphotic layer, essentially as a consequence of its reduced thickness.
[36] Because it is recognized that an important phytoplanktonic biomass is often present below the euphotic depth, the study is complemented by considering a thicker layer, extended down to 1.5 Z eu . The column content integrated over this layer, hChlai 1.5 Zeu , is regressed against [Chla] surf , as above. The corresponding parameters A and B are provided in Table 4 (see also Figures 3c and 3d ).
Chlorophyll a Vertical Profiles
[37] On the basis of increasing [Chla] surf values, the vertical chlorophyll a profiles have been sorted into nine trophic categories for the stratified waters, from S1 to S9, and five for the mixed waters, from M1 to M5 (instead of seven and two in MB89, respectively). This more detailed categorization was possible because lower surface concentrations (<0.04 for S1) were present in sufficient number, and the populated middle range of concentrations could be resolved into more classes (see Table 3 and Figures 2b  and 2c ). At the extreme (high values) end, the S8, S9, and M5 classes, contain significantly less data.
Stratified Waters
[38] In these waters, the shape of the average dimensionless profiles (down to z = 2) exhibits a remarkably regular change along the trophic status (Figure 4a ). When [Chla] surf increases, the change in shape is characterized by (1) a smooth ascent of the chlorophyll a maximum, from a depth equal to about Z eu for S1, up to the near-surface for S9; and (2) a regular decrease in the relative magnitude of the deep maximum with respect to the background. This change is very similar to that described in MB89 (their categories a to g, for stratified regimes).
[39] These mean profiles are used in conjunction with equation (7). The fitting procedure (a Newton-type algorithm from the library of the R software [R Development Core Team, 2004] ) allows the five parameters involved in equation (7) to be derived for each category from S1 to S9 (Table 5) . With these parameters, the modeled profiles are computed by using the average [Chla] surf value of each category (Table 3) ; they compare well with the average profiles (Figure 4b ). The regular change in shape suggests that the parameterization can be used in a continuous fashion. For any [Chla] surf value, the appropriate five parameters can be linearly interpolated between the two categories (depicted by their [Chla] surf values in Table 3 ) that bracket the actual value (note that this interpolation was made through polynomials in MB89).
[40] The dimensionless profiles can be restored to their physical values (i.e., ''rescaled'' in concentration and depth) by reintroducing the actual Z eu and Chla Zeu values. Both are retrieved using equation (8) [Morel and Maritorena, 2001, equation (6) ]. These restored profiles (Figures 4c and 4d) provide an undistorted visualization of the physical profiles and of their change when the surface concentration changes. For the whole range, when [Chla] surf increases from about 0.03 to 3.0 mg m À3 (S1 to S9), the chlorophyll a maximum increases from 0.17 to 3 mg m
À3
, whereas Z eu decreases from about 120 to 25 m.
[41] A quantitative comparison of the present parameterization and that of MB89 has been performed by using a synthetic set of [Chla] surf values. The results show that the profiles generated by both parameterizations are in general fully consistent (see Figure S9 in auxiliary material).
Vertically Mixed Waters
[42] In this regime, the average dimensionless chlorophyll a profiles (Figure 5a ) show a rather featureless shape: no maximum (except for M1), a constant concentration which remains approximately equal (to within ±10%) to the average concentration within the euphotic layer, and finally a systematic decrease in concentration (by about a . The average profile exhibits a weakly marked chlorophyll maximum (+15% compared to the surface value). The present results and those in MB89 for these mixed regimes agree remarkably well. . Chla vertical profiles for stratified waters: (a) the average dimensionless Chla profiles obtained for each trophic category, (b) the corresponding modeled dimensionless Chla profiles, (c) the rescaled Chla profiles for categories S1 to S4, and (d) the rescaled Chla profiles for categories S5 to S9. For each of the rescaled profiles, the position of Z eu is indicated by an arrow identified by the symbol corresponding to its trophic category. Note that the standard deviations not shown are available for each category and displayed on separate figures in auxiliary material ( Figures S1-S8 ).
Coherence Between the Chlorophyll a Profiles and the Column-Integrated Content
[43] The two previous and independent statistical analyses have related the surface chlorophyll a first to the column-integrated content (section 4.1), and secondly to the vertical profiles (section 4.2). From the second study, it was possible to extract and then parameterize typical profiles as a function of [Chla] surf . The internal consistency of the two approaches is easily tested. After being scaled in physical units, the modeled profiles (S1 to S9, and M1 to M5) can be vertically integrated down to Z eu , and 1.5 Z eu , to provide hChlai Zeu and hChlai 1.5 Zeu . The corresponding values are plotted on Figures 3c and 3d , in a format similar to that used for the field data. The comparison with the regression lines reproduced from Figures 3a and 3b shows the agreement between the two statistical approaches is excellent regarding the column content within the euphotic layer. When considering the extended euphotic layer (1.5 Z eu ), the vertically integrated biomass is increased by 25% in eutrophic stratified waters, and by more than 60% in oligotrophic waters, as a logical consequence of the inclusion of the deep chlorophyll maximum. In mixed waters, the increase is of the order of 40%, regardless of the trophic level.
Microplankton, Nanoplankton, and Picoplankton Respective Contributions in Stratified Waters 4.4.1. Column-Integrated Contents
[44] The fraction (80%) of database 1 is now used to study the vertical distribution of the phytoplankton composition (Figure 1) . By using the detailed pigment composition together with equations (2) and (3), the fractional [Chla] related to each of the three size classes, can be computed at each depth and for each profile. The profiles are then vertically integrated down to 1.5 Z eu , and averaged within each trophic category (S1 to S9). These fractional columnintegrated chlorophyll a are shown (Figure 6a [45] In the most oligotrophic waters (S1), the picoplankton and nanoplankton biomasses are almost of equal importance, i.e., about 45% each of the total biomass (Figure 6a ). In contrast, microplankton dominate (75%) in eutrophic waters (S9), whereas nanoplankton represent only 21% and picoplankton represent 4% of hChlai 1.5 Zeu . In ), whereas the nanoplankton population experiences an increase (actually a tripling) from oligotrophic to eutrophic conditions.
[46] The changing composition of phytoplankton assemblages along with the surface chlorophyll concentration, agrees with ecological knowledge and previous microscopic observations [Malone, 1980; Chisholm, 1992] . For instance, it is known that picoplankton predominate in oligotrophic environments (e.g., subtropical gyres), and diatoms in eutrophic zones (e.g., in upwelling areas), in coherence with the present findings. The present quantitative analysis also reveals the ubiquity and relative stability around 45% (except in eutrophic waters) of the nanoplankton compartment, in keeping with the omnipresence of Hex-fuco [Ondrusek et al., 1991; Vidussi et al., 2001 ], a typical marker of these species.
[47] When the relative proportions are separately analyzed for the surface layer (Figure 6c) , and compared to those recorded for the 0 -1.5 Z eu layer (Figure 6a ), notable differences are seen for the S2-S4 categories: the picoplankton contribution is slightly enhanced near the surface, at the expense of the nanoplankton.
Vertical Profiles
[48] The average dimensionless profiles of chlorophyll a associated to the microplankton, nanoplankton, and picoplankton classes are computed by introducing the values produced by equations (3a) -(3c) into equation (6), and by keeping the denominator unchanged (i.e., Chla Zeu , corresponding the three populations merged). These profiles for stratified waters are shown in Figures 7a -7c . Their regular change according to the trophic regime hold much in common with those of the total population (Figure 4a) , at least for the picoplankton and nanoplankton. For these size classes, a distinct deep maximum occurs and becomes shallower and smoother as [Chla] surf increases. This maximum is slightly sharper for picoplankton than for nanoplankton in most oligotrophic waters (S1 to S4). For the most oligotrophic category (S1), the peak values for the Table 5 . Values of the Five Parameters to be Used in Equation (7), Obtained for the Average Dimensionless Vertical Profiles of Chla, Micro-Chla, Nano-Chla, and Pico-Chla, for Each Trophic Class of the Stratified Waters (S1 to S9) Trophic Class Chla Micro-Chla Nano-Chla Pico-Chla picoplankton and nanoplankton are each almost equal to Chla Zeu (normalized values close to 1), which is possible because the (total) chlorophyll a maximum is about twice Chla Zeu (Figure 4a) . Globally, the deep chlorophyll a maximum for these waters is almost entirely made up of picoplankton and nanoplankton assemblages, in agreement with the column-integrated contents (see above); the contribution of the microplankton is extremely low (<0.2 Chla Zeu ), with rather featureless profiles (Figure 7a ).
[49] In eutrophic conditions (S8 and S9), a smooth microplankton maximum tends to develop near the surface, while the nanoplankton and picoplankton chlorophyll a profiles become uniform, with low relative values. For mesotrophic regimes, (with [Chla] surf % 0.2 -0.5 mg m
À3
; see S5 and S6), nanoplankton are predominant everywhere in the water column.
[50] The parameterization of the (fractional) chlorophyll a profiles for the three phytoplanktonic groups is made as above (according to equation (7)). The profiles recon- [51] About one third of the stations in mixed waters (184 over 479) were located in the Southern Ocean (south of 60°S). These data are examined separately for reasons explained below. The 295 remaining stations are analyzed as above, by keeping the same categorization (M1 to M5).
[52] The integrated contents (over 1. Figure 9a (to be compared with Figure 6a ). The respective proportions of the three classes are similar in mixed and stratified waters. In both cases, the contribution of the microplankton increases along with [Chla] surf , while the contributions of nanoplankton and picoplankton decrease. The major difference lies in a lower contribution of picoplankton in oligotrophic mixed waters (30% versus 40% in stratified waters).
[53] As expected from the chlorophyll a profiles (Figure 5b) , the individual profiles of picoplankton, nanoplankton, and microplankton (Figures 10a -10c ) are also rather featureless; they are essentially uniform within the euphotic layer, and decrease from z = 1 to z = 2. The size composition bears some resemblance with that observed in stratified waters. Indeed, in low-chlorophyll waters ([Chla] surf < 0.4 mg m À3 ), the microplankton fraction is at its minimum (20% of Chla Zeu ), while the picoplankton and nanoplankton dominate (with a smooth peak near z = 0.8). The latter is relatively more abundant (50% versus 30%), in contrast to what happens in stratified waters. In eutrophic regimes, the microplankton fraction largely dominates (more than 80%), and this dominance is similar to what was described for stratified waters (Figure 6a ). Note that in stratified waters with high chlorophyll content, the depth of the euphotic zone is reduced to such a point that the distinction between stratified and mixed waters tends to vanish. 4.5.2. Particular Case of the Southern Ocean (of the Ross Sea?)
[54] About 80% of the data in Antarctic waters originate from the Ross Sea, therefore the results presented below may not be representative of the whole Southern Ocean. Mixed waters in this sector are dealt with separately, because a preliminary analysis of the data set has shown that a Hex-fuco (prymnesiophytes) increase is usually observed during bloom periods, in contrast to temperate latitudes where the blooms are generally associated with a Fuco (diatoms) increase. More generally, the partition of the mixed waters data into two subsets (global and southern) is consistent with a recent body of literature which emphasizes the particular bio-optical status [Stramska et al., 2003; Cota et al., 2003 ] and taxonomic compositions [Sathyendranath et al., 2001 ] of polar waters.
[55] This partition appears a posteriori justified by the comparative examination of Figures 9a and 9b, showing that, in southern waters, the relative roles of the three phytoplankton groups differ significantly. Actually, the picoplankton biomass, which never exceeds 10% of the total chlorophyll a content, is distinctly lower in southern waters than in any other areas. Microplankton dominate at low [Chla] surf and decrease to the benefit of nanoplankton when [Chla] surf increases. In reality, what is called microplankton is (maybe small) diatoms, whereas the nanoplankton class refers to prymnesiophytes (probably colonial Phaeocystis). At [Chla] surf > 2 mg m À3 , prymnesiophytes represent up to 60 to 80% of the biomass in southern waters, while diatoms represent 60 to 90% of the biomass in temperate waters. These features are consistent with diverse field observations, which indicate that Phaeocystis blooms appear, in the Ross Sea, in unstable conditions, whereas diatom blooms would occur when stratification prevails [Goffart et al., 2000; Boyd, 2002; Arrigo et al., 2003] . According to additional observations in other southern sectors, phytoplankton blooms can be dominated either by Hex-containing species (Phaeocystis spp., other prymnesiophytes, and cryptophytes) or by diatoms [Moline and Prézelin, 1996; Claustre et al., 1997] .
[56] The vertical profiles in the Southern Ocean (Figures  10d -10f ) present a relatively uniform distribution (down to 2 Z eu ) for the nanoplankton assemblages, and again show that this population is preponderant. A microplankton deep maximum seems to develop in low [Chla] surf waters (M1 class) at about 0.8 Z eu , as already documented by HolmHansen and Hewes [2004] ; the statistical analysis shows a high variability of this maximum around its mean value (0.8 Chla Zeu ± 0.4).
[57] Apart from a few exceptions, the vertical distributions in mixed waters of the micro-, nano-, and pico- [Chla] are practically featureless, at least within the considered layer. It is reasonable, therefore, to assume uniform profiles and simply use the results presented in Figure 9 (tabulated Table 6 ), which provide the relative proportions of the micro-, nano-, and pico-[Chla] as a function of [Chla] surf . Linear interpolation between the categories by using the actual [Chla] surf value is sufficient.
Validating the Predicted Chlorophyll a
Related to the Three Classes of Phytoplankton
Vertical Profiles
[58] The 20% fraction of database 1 (483 micro-, nanoand pico-[Chla] vertical profiles), which was kept aside, is presently used for the validation process. These profiles were submitted to the quality control already described (see 2.1), so that those with less than 4 samples (within the euphotic zone) are discarded. It cannot be ascertained, however, that the retained profiles are able to accurately describe the actual profiles, because of the discrete nature of the samples, and often, of the adoption of fixed sampling depths. In particular, with such a protocol, a deep pigment maximum can easily be missed, even if the vertically integrated content likely is less in error. The validation Figure 8 . Same profiles as in Figure 7 after rescaling for (a and b) micro-Chla, (c and d) nano-Chla and (e and f) pico-Chla in stratified waters. The position of Z eu is indicated by an arrow identified by the symbol corresponding to its trophic category.
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[59] The euphotic depth is computed from the [Chla] surf value as above, and compared to Z m , to determine if the water column is stratified or mixed. For stratified waters, the [Chla] surf value is injected into the relevant parameterization to generate the three dimensionless vertical profiles; they are then rescaled in physical units by using the actual Z eu and Chla Zeu values. For mixed waters, uniform vertical profiles are simply derived by extrapolating downward the product of [Chla] surf and the relative proportion of each group.
[60] By integrating these predicted profiles from 0 to Z eu , the column chlorophyll a contents can be computed for the three classes of phytoplankton. The predicted contents are compared to the contents obtained by integrating over the same column the actual discrete values (trapezoidal method). The stratified and mixed waters are pooled together for this comparison. Histograms of the log-transformed ratio of the predicted (vertically integrated) content to the values derived from field data are displayed in Figures 11a -11c . For the three classes, the mean and median values are very close together and both are close to zero. This means that there is no significant bias in the predictions, only a slight overestimate (by 7 -14%). The geometric standard deviations (SD = 0.32 for microplankton) indicates that 68% of the ratios are within the interval 1:2 and 2:1 with respect to mean (see also the scatterplots in Figures S10 and S11 in auxiliary material); the interval is narrower for the other classes (SD = 0.21 and 0.27). In total, and for the three classes, this analysis confirms the predictive skill of the proposed parameterization when dealing with the integrated contents, and statistically quantifies its limitations.
[61] Now, and only for the stratified waters, another test can be attempted regarding the magnitude and the position of the deep maximum. The maximum chlorophyll concentrations, as predicted for the three classes, and those observed are compared in the same way as above (Figures 11d-11f ). There are no notable biases (predictions underestimate the actual values by 11, 16, and 12% for the microplankton nanoplankton and picoplankon classes, respectively). The standard deviations are larger than in Figures 11a -11c . In particular, for the microplankton, the actual-to-predicted [Chla] max ratios are within the factors 1:4 and 4:1 (for 68% of the items). The standard deviations are lesser for the two other phytoplanktonic classes. Regarding the depth of appearance of a chlorophyll maximum (Figure 11g) , there is no bias, but a rather poor accuracy in the prediction of the geometrical depths. The results of these tests are satisfactory especially when considering the anticipated limitations which result from the sampling strategy.
Surface Layer
[62] This validation makes use of all the 4238 surface samples in database 2. The pigment composition for each of these samples is used to compute the fractional chlorophyll a concentration of the three phytoplankton groups by using equations (2a) -(2c) and (3a) -(3c). These fractional concentrations are called ''measured'' concentrations, in contrast to those which are predicted from the chlorophyll a alone.
[63] The prediction relies on the measured chlorophyll concentration, [Chla] surf , multiplied by the respective proportions of microplankton, nanoplankton, and picoplankton, which are indexed on [Chla] surf (as shown in Figures 6c and 9 and Table 6 ). These predicted values are compared with the measured values (Figures 12a -12c , similar to Figure 11 ). For the three phytoplanktonic classes, there is a remarkable symmetry in the frequency distributions which are close to Gaussian ones (reduced skewness and kurtosis). There are no significant biases, except for nanoplankton (the predicted/observed ratio is around 36%). The standard deviations are rather large and decrease from the microplankton, to the nanoplankton, and to the picoplankton group, which means that the predictive skill improves. This predictive skill, however, can be judged as being generally poor (particularly for the diatoms-dinoflagellates group). Actually it reflects the natural variability within the relationships between total chlorophyll and group-specific chlorophyll. In other words, when dealing with the retrieval based on the 20% subset, the frequency distribution is identical to that one already present in the 80% subset which led to the parameterization (see Figure 6c) .
[64] In preamble to the application proposed below (which deals with satellite imagery), it is worth noting that the variability observed within the group-specific and total chlorophyll relationships is similar to, albeit slightly larger than, the variability existing between total chlorophyll and chlorophyll-related bio-optical properties. For instance, the chlorophyll concentration retrieved through the recent algorithms in use for the ocean color interpretation and the in situ chlorophyll are coincident (no bias), with a geometric standard deviation (for the decimal logarithm of the ratios) which amounts to 0.22 [O'Reilly et al., 2000] .
Discussion and Conclusions
Example of Application at Global Scale of the Present Study
[65] The usefulness of the tool developed and validated here can be exemplified by applying the proposed parameterization to a global SeaWiFS image, with the objective of mapping at the world ocean scale the distribution of the three size classes, actually the three kinds of phytoplankton assemblages (see the reservation made in 2.2 about the possible lack of correlation between size classes and taxonspecific pigments). A monthly composite of the chlorophyll concentration for June 2000 is taken as an example for this application. In the same way as for primary production estimates from ocean color [e.g., Longhurst et al., 1995; Antoine et al., 1996; Behrenfeld and Falkowsi, 1997] , it is assumed that the retrieval of the concentration in the nearsurface layer is unbiased, so that the SeaWiFS concentration at each pixel provides the [Chla] surf value needed as an input for equation (7). To select the appropriate parameters (Tables 5 and 6 ), the stratified and mixed situations have to be discriminated, which is made on the basis of the mixed layer depth climatology for June. By using these [Chla] surf values, the relative proportions (in percent) of the three classes within the 0 -1.5 Z eu layer can be assessed on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Figures 13a -13c) , as well as the corresponding vertically integrated chlorophyll contents (Figures 13d -13f) . Relative proportions and integrated contents provide differing and complementary descriptions, as briefly commented in what follows.
[66] The general geographical patterns shown in Figure  13 are consistent with the current knowledge about the ecological domains and biogeochemical provinces [see, e.g., Longhurst, 1995] , and about the preferential distribution of species [e.g., Malone, 1980; Chisholm, 1992] . The present results, however, bring new interesting information because a quantification of both the biomass and the relative contribution of each of the three size classes can be proposed. Picoplankton form the dominant group within the subtropical gyres with a relative abundance reaching 45-55% (Figure 13c) , and are present everywhere in notable proportions (except in the northernmost latitude). Nevertheless, the picoplankton chlorophyll a biomass remains everywhere low (Figure 13f) , and actually is minimal in these zones where the contribution is nonetheless maximal (i.e., in the center of the gyres). In contrast (Figures 13a and 13d) , microplankton are dominant in subarctic zone (in June) and in the major coastal upwelling zones. They are also at the origin of the highest column-integrated chlorophyll contents. This diatoms and dinoflagellates population almost disappears, in proportion (< 15%) and stock (< 4 mg m À2 ), inside the subtropical gyres, while it is present in notable proportion (20 -30%) along the equator, particularly in the Pacific Ocean where small diatoms have been observed [Chavez et al., 1996] . Nanoplankton behave differently, and appear to be ubiquitous with a rather stable contribution everywhere (40 -50%, Figure 13b ) between 50°N and 50°S. In the subarctic region. Their relative proportion, in the subarctic region, is notably depressed, although the associated stock is maximal. Within the 50°N-50°S latitudinal belt, the nanoplankton biomass is above those of the two other phytoplankton groups. A significant enhancement of this nanoplankton biomass occurs along the equator (Pacific and Atlantic Oceans), and along the subantarctic convergence.
[67] A closure is within reach, because the sum of the three fractional biomasses (Figures 13d-13f) provides the total algal chlorophyll biomass, which itself can be directly assessed by using equation (8) (1)- (3) and (8) were purely mathematical expressions, the equality of the two biomasses would be normally achieved. These equations, however, are not rigorous, and instead are best fits. They originate from independent regression analyses, one involving only chlorophyll when using equation (8) (with the A and B parameters given in Table 4 for the 0 -1.5 Z eu layer), whereas the others involve the full suite of pigments (equations (1)- (3)). An attempt toward a closure, therefore, comes down to a validation of the internal consistency of the two statistical approaches, which actually rests on the validity of equation (1) and the multiple regression analysis from which this equation originates.
[68] The result is especially comforting, because the global chlorophyll biomass values estimated by the two possible approaches coincide almost exactly. The fractional chlorophyll biomasses are 1.70, 3.17, and 2.55 Â 10 12 g Chla, for the so-called microplankton, nanoplankton, and picoplankton populations, respectively. Their sum amounts to 7.43 Â 10 12 g Chla, whereas the direct computation provides the value 7.51 Â 10 12 g Chla. At the pixel level, deviations between the two computations are rather randomly distributed, and generally less than 1%. This global chlorophyll estimate for June is fully compatible with the yearly average (9.8 Â 10 12 g Chla) recently proposed for the whole ocean by Antoine et al. [2005] . Indeed, only 77% of the ocean is represented in the SeaWiFS composite for June, because of the exclusion of residual clouds, some adjacent seas and coastal zones, and also exclusion of a major part of the Antarctic Ocean, which is unlit at this time period.
General Considerations
[69] Although the MB89 study was based on a substantial amount of data (3806 profiles), leading to rather robust results, testing this robustness was nonetheless required, in as much as an extension of the same approach was envisaged for groups of pigments, instead of chlorophyll a alone.
[70] The results of this preliminary test are quite satisfactory. The relationships between [Chla] surf and the total chlorophyll a column-integrated content, in both stratified and mixed waters, obtained in this study practically coincide with those obtained in MB89. This striking agreement calls for two comments: (1) the methodological change when The proportions of the three groups within the euphotic layer are given in Table S3 (see auxiliary material). Proportions are in percent. Figure 11 . Frequency distribution (%) of the log-transformed ratio of the predicted/observed vertically integrated content (a-c) for stratified and mixed waters all together, (d -f) of the maximal concentration for stratified waters, and (g) of the depth of the maximal concentration for stratified waters. The frequency distribution departs from (Gaussian) normality, not because of an excessive skewness, but because of a strong leptokurtosis which concentrates the ratios around their mean.
determining [Chla] has no discernible impact upon the results, which is an indirect (and a posteriori) consolidation of the previous measurements, which were mainly based on the fluorometric method, and (2) such global relationships testify to the existence of global trends over a wide range of trophic conditions. The scatter of the data points (within a factor of about 2, as shown in Figures 3a and 3b) , however, simultaneously demonstrates that these relationships are not tightly defined when a restricted range of [Chla] is considered (e.g., the discussion by Siegel et al. [2001] ).
[71] Regarding the regular and progressive change in the shapes of the vertical chlorophyll profiles along with the near-surface chlorophyll concentration, there is a close numerical agreement between the previous results and those presently obtained. This confirmation reinforces the evidence of a continuity in the linkage between vertical structure and trophic levels (both essentially ruled by physical processes). Such a continuity can be clearly discerned when the statistical analysis is performed by using dimensionless quantities, for both the depth and the concentration, whereas it remains obscure when the physical quantities are directly considered. For modeling purposes, including those for primary production based on satellite surface chlorophyll data, such a continuity is helpful and numerically easy to handle. Debates have sometimes surfaced about the comparative efficiencies of the approach based on this continuity, and of the other one involving spatial discontinuities. These discontinuities result from a partitioning of the ocean into biogeochemical provinces, each of them exhibiting for each of the four seasons fixed vertical shapes in terms of geometric depth [Platt et al., 1991; Sathyendranath et al., 1995] . Actually, inside a given province, and during the course of the seasons, progressive changes can take place and even smooth the boundaries with adjacent provinces. Finally the difference between the two approaches lies in the use of continuous functions or their replacement by step functions. The realization of the continuity is also supported by the regularity in the changes observed within the pigment composition and algal populations. These changes in phytoplanktonic assemblages, and the predominance of algal groups as a function of the trophic status, confirm existing general descriptions and local observations.
[72] Owing to the statistical analysis, the present study extends the previous qualitative knowledge and proposes a quantitative tool to assess the contributions of three phytoplankton groups to the total algal biomass, on the basis of a single information, which can be derived from ocean color observation. Like all statistical products, the proposed statistical relationship may fail on a case-by-case basis.
[73] Finally, this study constitutes an essential step in the synthesis of HPLC data collected during the last decade, in the context of the JGOFS program particularly. This data set provides an invaluable source allowing the distribution of the phytoplankton communities to be comprehensively described at global scales. Such a quantitative description is needed to appraise how the algal biomass interacts with carbon fluxes.
[74] The transformation of fields of biomass per size classes into fields of primary production attributable to each size class, through the use of appropriate bio-optical models, appears now feasible, to the extent that the photosyn- Figure 12 . Frequency distribution (%) of the log-transformed ratio of the predicted/observed concentration of (a) micro-Chla, (b) nano-Chla, and (c) pico-Chla, within surface waters only. and more (Figures 13a -13c) , or an integrated content of 30 mg m
À2
and more (Figures 13d-13f ).
C08005 UITZ ET AL.: PIGMENT COMPOSITION FROM SURFACE CHLOROPHYLL thetic parameters typical of the different phytoplankton size classes can be selected. Such fields of differentiated primary production could in turn be relevant in improving the parameterization and the validation of recent biogeochemical models which consider different phytoplanktonic compartments [e.g., Moore et al., 2002; Aumont et al., 2003; Le Quéré et al., 2005] ).
